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1. Preface

Qualification events are the central component of on-site events.

This white paper describes the most important processes for the planning, execution and documen-
tation of qualification events. Diagrams and flowcharts illustrate the eControl training concept and 
create an understanding of the system options.

There is a particular focus on automations that facilitate and accelerate the training department’s 
recurring tasks.
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2. Provide qualifications

Qualification events are organised for qualifications with eControl TQMS.

The execution of a qualification event thus requires a qualification that can be taught. The arrange-
ment of training content in a training catalogue and the definition of training sessions are presented 
in the  Training catalogue conception1 white paper.
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3. Appoint personnel department or specialist department

The eControl TQMS allows the targeted delegation of the processing of individual qualifications from 
the training department to the specialist department.

Coordination between both departments is necessary because the specialist department’s authority is 
limited to carrying out training events. The training department is responsible for documenting the 
qualification, ensuring the necessary linking with processes if appropriate and authorisation manage-
ment. The training department’s tasks also include setting requirements and defining final tests that 
may be required, including the associated assessment criteria.

With regard to authorisation management it must also be taken into account that training depart-
ment employees require explicit processing rights for the respective qualifications.
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4. Training requirement

The need to execute qualification events results from the (new) qualification of people and from the 
need to maintain qualifications or requalify.

If different seminar events are carried out for new qualifications or initial training and for retraining 
or refresher training, evaluation of the overall training requirement is simplified accordingly.
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4.1 Training requirement: new qualification

New qualification

eControl TQMS does not manage any qualification requests for individual qualifications. If this train-
ing requirement is passed on to the training or specialist department, it must be checked whether 
there are any suitable qualification events available. If there are no qualification events at the time 
of the request, this is to be followed up and the relevant people invited to attend training. This can 
also take place provisionally in a pro-forma qualification event, which can be rescheduled or agreed 
at a later date if necessary. There is no explicit administration of the training requirement for in-
dividual qualifications because the respective people are instead directly assigned to qualification 
events, meaning that administration and planning is made easier.

New qualification: profiles

The allocation of qualification profiles to people is one of the training department’s administrative 
tasks. The allocation has to be made in the employee master data.

In the following example, the employee “Peter Brown” was assigned two profiles.

With a click on the arrow on the left margin of the list field, the qualifications from which the re-
spective profile is composed are shown. The list expands down to the specific qualifications auto-
matically. It can be taken directly from the above description, that for the qualification “G Airside 
working” neither a planning status “PS” nor a overall status “OS” can be established – Mr “Peter 
Brown” has neither been invited to attend events for these qualifications nor is he qualified – these 
qualifications therefore still need to be obtained. 

“Peter Brown” currently holds all the qualifications necessary for the “RS Ramp Safety Basis” profile.
As his “G Accident prevention referral” qualification will expire in 45 days, the profile qualification 
will expire as well, unless he requalifies for the “G accident qualification”.

4.1 
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4.2 Training requirement: requalification

The training requirement for requalification results from a limited maximum validity range for qual-
ifications. Every qualification expires after a final validity period.

How long each qualification is valid for must be established by the personnel department.

By participating in a qualification event, a participant cannot be qualified for longer than the maxi-
mum period specified by the qualification.

It can of course not be simply assumed that every person wants to continue with all qualifications 
once they have been obtained. The eControl TQMS guarantees that only those participants are used 
for determining the recertification requirement, for whom there is a continuation aim or a need for 
a continuation.

The requalification requirement can not only be called up by the personnel department but also 
by every system user via the “My eControl > Qualifications” dialogue. This dialogue not only shows 
people’s own requalification requirement, but also that of the respective hierarchically subordinate 
employees.

In the aforementioned example, the lead time period for requalification has been reached for the 
person “Espenhain, Frank” for the “S Dangerous goods handling Cat. 6” qualification. This is taken 
from the classification.

A qualification receives the status “Lead time reached” as soon as the lead time stored in the quali-
fication master data is reached.

4.2 
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4.3 Training requirement analysis

The eControl system provides the “Qualifications training requirement” statistics.

This statistic summarises all training requirements, based on a deadline, from new qualifications (see 
section „4.1 Training requirement: new qualification“) and from requalifications (see section „4.2 
Training requirement: requalification“). 

The “Qualifications training requirement” statistic groups the training requirement according to 
qualifications on which the future planned qualification events are to be checked and if necessary 
amended, in order to meet the approximately determined demand.

The statistics not only bring together the qualifications already obtained by each person as “OS” 
(overall status) but also the participation agreed for the future as “PS” (planned status) in order 
to avoid overlaps. Those people are normally filtered who have already been registered for future 
qualification events or are attending events at the time of the review.

4.3 
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With a large number of people undertaking qualifications it is increasingly difficult to capture the 
time distribution of the training requirement. The “Qualifications statistic remaining term” statistic 
shows the number of qualified people grouped by months in the form of a bar chart.

Provided that there are no overlaps in terms of content with other similar qualifications, these can 
be represented with additional bar rows:

In this example the qualifications end very abruptly in February 2016.

The people were trained together, meaning that the qualification process is discontinuous. A longer 
timeframe should now be chosen for a large number of people – e.g. September 2015 to February 
2016 – in order to guarantee from an organisational perspective that all people are qualified 
continuously.
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4.4 Training requirement analysis: qualification profiles

The training requirement which results from allocating qualification profiles to people cannot be 
viewed directly. Report generators are necessary that resolve the qualifications which belong to a 
certain qualification profile. Subsequently the time when every single qualification expires must be 
checked.

How is training for qualifications and qualification profiles connected?

A qualification profile lapses with the expiry of the first qualification that is directly or indirectly a 
part of the respective qualification profile. eControl does not manage any validity periods for quali-
fication profiles, because this clearly comes from the validity of the respective qualifications laid out 
in the profile.

The “Qualification profiles - remaining term per employee” statistic clearly shows the qualification 
profile for each employee and when it expires. In the description option “Short representation, per-
sonnel grouped by qualification profiles” an overview list is generated, which includes both the new 
qualification and requalification requirement.

If only the requalification requirement is to be analysed, the checkbox “Only persons, that are qual-
ified for the selected profiles” is to be selected.

4.4 
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Do people meet the qualification profile without this having been allocated to them?

In the case that the personnel requirement cannot be covered in the short-term, it can also be 
checked whether staff coincidentally meet all the qualifications of a profile and are therefore is also 
suitable for this assignment.

In order to carry out this query instead of “Analyze only assigned qualification profiles” the option 
“Analyze profiles regardless of the assignment” should be selected in the“Profile assignment” com-
bination field.

The following screen preview shows up until what point the colleagues are qualified for the “RS 
Ramp Safety Basis” profile. In addition it will be calculated for every person how many of the total 7 
qualifications exist on the review date.
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“Profile statistic remaining term qualifications”

A bar chart can be called up for validity period analysis of the qualification profiles, which gives a 
rough idea of which qualifications of the respectively selected qualification profile limit the validity 
period or lead to cancellation of the profile.

It can be taken from the above description that for employees allocated to the “RS Ramp Safety 
Basis” qualification profile, there is first and foremost a requalification requirement for the “G 
Security Basis” and the “G Accident prevention referral”. In March 2018 training must also be given 
on the “G Human Factors Training” qualification in order to maintain the qualification profile.

13econtrol.aero



5. Qualification cycle

In order to be able to understand the arrangements for qualification events, a differentiation must 
be made between planned future qualifications and qualifications which participants have already 
completed. Every participant generally goes through different statuses from the invitation to a quali-
fication event to successful qualification and, if applicable, subsequent certification.

The status:

• Invited

• Reconfirmed

• Attended

determine the “PS” planning status.

These people are assigned to qualification events. This assignment has not yet led to any qualification,
however the planning task is completed from the training department’s point of view.

In terms of an analysis of the future training requirement and the associated planning activities, the 
situation is particularly interesting where staff have not yet been assigned to training events, even 
though the respective qualification is about to expire. Qualified people carry the Green = qualified 
status during the qualification period.

A lead time period has to be set for every qualification in the qualification master data, during which 
requalification is to be undertaken. As soon as this lead time period is reached, the qualification auto-
matically takes on the YELLOW = at risk status.

If the validity period is exceeded the qualification becomes RED = invalid.

An additional status is the (temporary) lapse of qualifications due to Read & Sign acknowledgements 
not being performed. These participations are managed with the status “RED RS” = “Read & Sign in-
valid”. These participations are subordinate in terms of the current training requirement, because the 
qualification becomes live again as soon as the respective person confirms the acknowledgement via 
Read & Sign.

Further information about Read & Sign can be 
found in our Whitepaper: "Read & Sign"

5 
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6. Check training capacities 

eControl TQMS can compare qualification events to be held in the future with the participants assigned 
to date. The “Qualification events - overview list” statistic has the “Appointments and Capacities” dis-
play option, in which the capacities for any period can be grouped.

If an equal requirement for training for a qualification over the years is to be assumed, it can be 
checked how much capacity was required in the past and whether the current offering is big enough.

A report generator with numerous selection options is available for the generation of this list:

6 
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The list is given below:

All qualification events from the “G Human Factors Training” qualification are listed in this report. 
Information on the overall capacities and overall performance can be taken from the summary at the 
end of the report.
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7. Set up qualification events

The training department and authorised users from the specialist department use the dialogue 
“Business applications > Personnel management > Qualification events” for setting up and administer-
ing qualification events:

In the above-mentioned example all training events for the “G Ramp Safety Training” qualification 
are listed. With a click on the button    the user reaches the editing dialogue, provided that he/she 
has the required rights for the respective qualification (or as administrator at the qualification event).

How are qualifications and qualification events connected?

A qualification event is planned specifically for a single qualification. If this allocation proves to be 
unsuitable in practice the separate existing qualifications are, if applicable, to be integrated into an 
enhanced or more comprehensive overall qualification, which can be communicated in turn within the 
context of a qualification event.

After the user has introduced the creation of a new, additional qualification event by clicking on the 
button  , one of the existing qualifications must be chosen as training content.

7 
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In the following example, the user has carried out sorting according to the qualification description by 
clicking on the “Qualification title” column header. Then the qualification “R Ramp Safety Training” 
was selected, based on which the event can be created with a click on the button .

How are qualifications and qualification events connected?

Entry events are used for the first qualification – the refresher event is used to retrain a participant. 
Entry events and refresher events differ in terms of the depth and scope of the qualification.

Both qualification events are assigned to the same qualification, which means that the entry and ad-
vanced types have to be distinguished from one another by an appropriate description.

A differentiation is deliberately not performed by the system, in order to simplify the requalifica-
tion sequence and display qualification events which can be used both for initial qualification and 
requalification.

The difference in content between entry and refresh events should be conveyed by assigning a de-
scriptive title.

19econtrol.aero



7.1 Define outline data 

In the following example, the title „G Ramp Safety Training - complete training” was given to the  
„G Ramp Safety Training“ qualification:

The above-mentioned capacity information is defined in the qualification master data.

From when are these qualification events published?

When a qualification event is saved with the „Implementation“ status, this event is recorded in 
the training calendar (see section „7.7 Associated processes and process documentation“). If this is 
not desired, the status must be temporarily set to „Cancelled“ until all execution details could be 
clarified.

7.1 
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7.2 Define Validity period

The validity period of a qualification is, alongside successful participation in a qualification event, a 
crucial factor in determining who is qualified and when.

“Can validity periods be defined individually for each qualification event?” 

No, the maximum validity period of a qualification event is set within the context of a qualifica-
tion event in the qualification master data and cannot be exceeded. The maximum validity period 
is adopted at the time of setting up a qualification event from the qualification master data and 
cannot be changed.

eControl differentiates between the authorisations of the specialist departments, who may only 
independently administrate qualification events but can have no influence on the qualification du-
ration, and the training department users specifically authorised for the respective qualification, 
who determine the qualification master data and thus also the general maximum validity period for 
future qualification events.

“How can the qualification not be available until the future, even though the qualification event 
ended some time ago?”

It is generally tried to arrange the qualifications “seamlessly” one after the other and avoid overlaps 
in validity periods. In order to avoid interruptions, qualification events must be carried out with a 
lead time – provided that the requalification period starts in a few days’ time, crossovers can be 
avoided or reduced.

Linking qualifications with processes can lead to a process version coming into force from a time 
in the future. If this version change causes a further training requirement, participants are to be 
trained in the latest process, which means that the validity period of this requalification must be 
adapted to when the process version comes into force.

“What impact do certificates have on the validity period?”

Individual certificates, which also have a limiting or restricting effect on the validity period, can be 
issued for every participant. Individual validity periods can be determined for each participant in this 
way if required.

This option is important if individual qualifications are awarded in operational practice without par-
ticipation in a qualification event (e.g. access authorisations for external partners, company passes 
etc.). In this case a “pro-forma” qualification event can be set up for a qualification with a very long 
validity period (e.g. 10 years). As soon as a person is allowed this qualification, participation in a 
“pro-forma” qualification event is booked and the required validity period and invoice amount pay-
able if applicable are set.

A qualification should only be arranged by the training department under this procedure, in order 
to rule out any improper use.

7.2 
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“What impact do process versions have on the validity period?”

Qualifications and processes can generally be linked with eControl TQMS. As soon as a new process 
version is released that – according to the person responsible for the process – has a significant 
impact on the process chains, the personnel trained in this process must either receive further train-
ing or acknowledge the changes themselves via Read & Sign. In both cases the validity period is re-
duced to the date the new process version comes into force. In other words, the qualification only 
lapses when the new process version comes into force – unless the training participant has previously 
documented their acknowledgement of the changed process version via Read & Sign in the system in 
line with auditing requirements.

In the case of Read & Sign, the participant can confirm acknowledgement and re-establish the previ-
ous validity period for the qualification.

Timeline

Qualification A

A new versioning of associated 
processes can activate the 
lapsing of the qualification or a 
Read & Sign requirement.

Setting a short validity 
period for a certificate.

Start of qualification Maximum validity period of 
the qualification 
- defined in the qualifica-
tion master data.

Qualification B

Qualification C
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7.3 Specifiy execution details 

Detailed information can be defined for the execution of every qualification event, which can be 
viewed by the training participants online in the training catalogue or can be forwarded to them via 
e-mail.

A qualification event can consist of individual events, which are carried out at “m” different training 
locations by different instructors.

The eControl TQMS offers this exact differentiation because the system should optionally have the 
capability of verifying participation at every individual qualification event carried out. A qualification 
event can consist of several sessions, whereby participation in every individual session is required in 
order to obtain the qualification. eControl supports the instructors with the appropriate participant 
and signature lists to record attendance at the events. A subsequent “booking” of attendance in the 
system is accelerated through special batch processing functions.

The attendance lists can also be scanned and, if desired, saved as raw data in the event-specific doc-
ument archive.

Event location

Name of event

Execution period

Further documentation for participants

Instructor

7.3 
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7.4 Check room allocation

eControl TQMS only knows the room allocations which arise from qualification events.

The “Qualification event - overview list” statistic offers the selection criterion “Event location”, 
which can also be narrowed down if necessary to a date, time interval or individual weekdays, and 
in this way can be used to determine the room allocation.

In the above example the allocation of “Hall B” was called up for training purposes.

7.4 
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7.5 Check availability of instructors

The “Qualification events overview list” statistic presented in„7.4 Check room allocation“ offers the 
“Coach” selection criterion, which also can be narrowed down to a date, time interval or individ-
ual weekdays and in so doing gives an overview of all qualification (sub) events carried out by an 
instructor/coach.

The eControl TQMS in turn only knows the restrictions which arise from employee events.

If the system does not list all potential coaches, the system personnel master data is to be maintained 
accordingly. 

7.5 
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“Who trains what?”

With eControl it can be determined at the press of a button, which coaches or speakers are suitable 
for the training of the respective qualifications. eControl refers in this regard to the events which 
have actually been carried out and not to a data structure from which it could be ascertained which 
coaches are able to teach which qualification. This statistic is named “Instructors qualification port-
folio” The portfolio of past qualification events provides a limited view of the statistic for a specific 
date. 
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7.6 Training requirements

So-called external requirements can be defined for every qualification at the qualification master 
data level, which must be verified in order to obtain a qualification.

The “Requirements” register tab provides an overview of which participants meet the respective 
requirements:

The “Requirements grouped by participants” display option offers an overview of people and the 
requirements they meet.

The storing of requirements can be done in both employee master data as well as in the course of 
administering training events.

It can be gathered from the participant list for a qualification event whether the prerequisite for 
the respective participation can be verified or whether there are still requirements to be proven. The 
instructor can specifically remind about the need to prove requirements.

7.6 
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7.7 Associated processes and process documentation

The “Processes” register tab is used to view the processes and process versions that are linked to 
the respective qualification event. In this example the “G Ramp Safety Training” is linked to “SOP 
Refueling general” and three other processes.

Seminar participants were originally trained in Version 1.0 of the procedure instructions. During 
the validity period of the qualifications different versions of the processes were produced. Amongst 
other things, additional documents were annexed that are to be taken from the tree structure – con-
sisting of processes, process versions and the respective current document versions.

For a more in-depth understanding of the processes and qualifications please refer to the 
 Read & Sign1  white paper  

The system can generally determine through a linking of qualification events and process versions, 
who needs refresher training in a new process version or who needs to verify acknowledgement of 
the changes.

Information on the associated process versions and documents can be viewed at any time and 
by every user via the training calendar or the “Qualifications” and “Read & Sign” dialogue in the 
“My eControl” menu. 

Different documents such as procedure instructions, work instructions, SOP´s (Standard Operating 
Procedures) or additional applicable documents belong to every process version, which are inextrica-
bly linked to the respective qualification event via the process version.

7.7 

1Our white papers are available as PDF files under: www.econtrol.aero/documents
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8. Plan participation

The aim of the training and specialist department is complete and prompt initial qualification and 
continuous requalification of employees without interruptions.

The training requirement resulting from requalification is usually by far the greatest part of the train-
ing requirement and comparatively easy to plan.

Depending on the number of people taking the qualification, qualification events and remaining pe-
riods, different planning approaches are to be pursued.

Planning by the training or specialist department

With a small number of qualification events and qualifications, the training or specialist department 
can notify and/or invite participants in a targeted manner.

Planning by the participants and their hierarchical superiors

The more retraining that needs to be done regularly by a person, the more demanding the coordi-
nation of the qualification events and operational constraints. Planning of participation can only be 
done meaningfully by the participants and/or their hierarchical superiors.

The training or specialist department must ensure that enough events are offered, no qualification 
gaps are overlooked and that the events are carried out with a sensible number of participants.

The eControl TQMS provides the necessary instruments via My eControl to facilitate the checking of 
qualifications by the respective hierarchical superiors.

“When should qualification events be published?”

As soon as possible - the “delegation” of the planning task to the participants assumes that they have 
the maximum possible lead time to select the respective qualification events in such a way as to avoid 
clashes with operational issues as far as possible. This lead time also tends to make it easier to cancel 
sparsely attended events in good time and link the participants in to other events.

“What is the minimum lead time period required?”

Every qualification event should be prepared based on the expiry of the qualifications with the two 
to threefold lead time period as per the qualification master data. If a lead time period of 3 months 
has been defined for a qualification (YELLOW status, see chapter „5. Qualification cycle“), then the 
events should be planned at least 6-9 months in advance. This should also be ensured when planning 
is carried out by the training or specialist department.

Avoid re-bookings

A longer lead time period allows for solid planning and avoids individual change requirements. Every 
change in participation involves a stoppage of the originally planned participation for the training or 
specialist department and a new booking on to an alternative qualification event. The accompanying 
correspondence also involves additional work.

8 
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Different possibilities for participation

Based on the initiative of training participants or their responsible hierarchical superiors, there are dif-
ferent options for booking participation in an event. Employees can use the eControl training calen-
dar and essentially independently apply to take part. Employees can, of course, directly make contact 
with the training or specialist department in other ways. The training department will then “firmly” 
book the already agreed participation and confirm this by e-mail.

If the participation process has not got off the ground through the initiative of the alert employee, a 
fully automated e-mail notification at the start of the lead time period ensures that participants are in-
formed of the need for requalification. The training departments can send central notifications about 
the training requirement at any time in parallel to this. If these messages do not rouse the initiative of 
the participants or their superiors, the training or specialist department can allocate specific people to 
events and send invitations out by e-mail. These can then be confirmed or declined by the participants 
or their superiors via e-mail link, which means that the system can automatically process these e-mails.

Should the invited employee reject the invitation, the whole process will start over again.
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9. Book participation

Any number of training participants can be assigned to every qualification event. The “participant” 
register tab documents the currently assigned people and their current participant status:

Additional training participants can be added with a click on the button   

The system provides different selection criteria to make the selection of a group of participants as easy 
as possible.

The element t     visualises the overall performance of the event.

9 
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eControl provides a wide variety of information for every event participation, which can be subdivided 
into the following areas in terms of content:

• Participation

• Prerequisite

• Certificates

• Message creation – Correspondence

• Documents

The “Participation” register tab contains essential information on training participation.

In the “Event locations and dates” area the participant status can optionally be maintained per (sub) 
event (see section „12. Batch processing“).

This participant status can be recorded if necessary for every individual date of a training event for 
every participant. In the following example, the participant “Peter Brown” was “Present” on the 
first date, while he was marked as “Late” for the second one. A participant can also be classified as 
“Absent”. 

The participant status is normally recorded for every participant by the instructor, who circulates a 
signature list generated by the system that can then be booked via the batch processing functionality   
(see chapters „14. Execute events“ and „12. Batch processing“)
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In the „Validity of the qualification of this event participation“ area the validity period including the 
limiting conditions are shown (see section „7.2 Define Validity period“). It is not possible to influence 
manually the validity period of a qualification. However, there is always the possibility of resetting the 
participant status from “Qualified” to “Not qualified”.

The participation status dropdown menu enables the manual entry of all participation statuses accord-
ing to the qualification cycle (see chapter „5. Qualification cycle“). eControl carries out different plau-
sibility checks and guarantees, for example, that participants are not qualified in advance for seminar 
events to be carried out in the future.

The checkbox „Continuation intended?“ is ticked as standard and regulates whether the participant 
needs to requalify after expiry of the qualification period. If it is a one-off training measure for a tem-
porary use, the checkbox “Continuation intention” is to be deselected. If a qualification does not con-
ceptually require any retraining, a correspondingly long lead time is to be defined in the qualification 
master data (max. 99 years).
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10. Check qualification requirements

Requirements versus qualifications

In contrast to qualifications, requirements have an external character and are not granted by the com-
pany itself - e.g. official driving licence, official usage lists, certificates of competence etc.

Universal character of training prerequisites (Provided that general business qualifications should be 
a prerequisite for use.)

eControl assumes that every external training requirement has been confirmed in the form of a docu-
ment. The document archive of the employee master data lists a “Requirements” node, which stores 
external training requirements centrally and, in so doing, makes the official driving licence available 
for all qualifications, which means that this only needs to be verified once in operational practice.

In the „Requirements“ register tab, the specialist and training department can display the status

• Proven

• Pending

• Not proven

individually for every participant (in the example for the staff_ID = 15)

eControl checks the existence of requirements at the time of training. Withdrawal of the prerequisite 
at a later date has no bearing on the qualification.
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If an external document can be produced as proof of the respective event, this is to be stored in the 
person-specific document archive.
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11. Message creation

The personalised correspondence with event participants is a labour-intensive activity for the training 
and specialist departments. This correspondence must include dates, deadlines, event locations and 
content and a lot of additional detailed technical information, the preparation of which without soft-
ware support is time-consuming and error-prone.

eControl TQMS offers many automations for the fast and error-free creation of individual messages, 
circulars and mass E-Mails.

The process of message creation is broken down by the software into the following steps:

• Specify recipient

• Select mass text and edit if necessary

• Check mixing result and send

Step 1: Specify recipient 

A group of people who should be notified can be selected from the list of event participants. In addi-
tion to the participation status, those people who were added last can be targeted during the invita-
tion period for example: 

11 
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Step 2: Select mass text and edit if necessary

eControl offers the option of selecting a previously compiled and formatted mass text from the ar-
chive via the “Text block” dropdown menu.

These mass texts can include more than 100 different placeholders, which allows for a dynamic use 
regardless of the specific qualification event or participant. Mass texts can be amended after they have 
been loaded from the archive and archived in a reusable form if required.

Step 3: Check mixing result

eControl delivers a WYSIWYG preview in messages in order to be able to recognise mistakes or unde-
sirable combinations before sending.
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The sending of the e-mail can be initiated with a click on the button:   

If it is not possible to send the email, the system provides a PDF file that can be printed out. Before 
sending can be completed, the following security question is to be confirmed.

eControl guarantees that every notification is reliably recorded. 

Further information about creation 
of notifications can be found in our  
Whitepaper:"Read & Sign"

39econtrol.aero
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12. Batch processing

The batch processing function is used to speed up processes, which normally have to be carried out 
separately or one after the other for each participant. 

This includes the following activities:

• Enter participant status

• Enter attendance status and

• Issue certificates

 eControl offers the option of setting up individual booking parameters for each job and having these 
entered in a batch for a list of participants.  

The attendance list at an event can, for example, be entered at the press of a button. All participants 
are set by software functions from unknown to „Participated“, which means that the „Not participat-
ed“ or „Late“ status may have to be changed. All entries are carried out in line with auditing require-
ments with another press of the button. 

12 
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13. Training calender releases

Qualification events are published in the training calendar, which can be viewed by every user at any 
time in the system under “My eControl > Training calendar”.

The status information in the training calendar depends on which people have been selected in the  
dropdown menu. All people are shown in this dropdown menu to whom the currently logged on par-
ticipant is hierarchically superior.

A click on the button  brings up all detailed information on the event, the requirements, cer-
tificates and linked processes if desired and, in addition, all documents stored in relation to the quali-
fication and the respective qualification event.

13 
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By clicking on the button  a training query can be initiated for the previously se-
lected person. The training calendar can also be published via the automated download interface for 
release in a third-party system on the intranet or internet.
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14. Execute events

eControl supports instructors with the execution of on-site events. 

The most important event-specific information can be called up with the „Qualification events list of par-
ticipants“ report, which is available in the display options

• Participants information (for the instructors)

• List for signatures (for the participants)

The participant information documents the participation or attendance status entered to date and 
gives information on which participants have not yet met all requirements.

In the „List for signatures“ display option the system provides a document which is signed by the (pres-
ent) participants.

The system batch processing function enables easy entry of participations – the signature document 
itself can be attached as a scan to the qualification event if required.

14 
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